SUBJ: TELEVISIÓN PROGRAM SUMMARY 281800: MOS 95-5214
SOURCE: MOSCOW OSTANKINO TELEVISION FIRST CHANNEL NETWORK IN RUSSIAN 1800 GMT 28 MAR 95

TEXT TEXT:

///("VREMnya" NEWSCAST, PRESENTED BY IGOR VYKHUKHOLEV; RECEPTION
GOOD; FIGURES IN PARENTHESES INDICATE TIME IN MINS/SECS SINCE START OF PROGRAM

1. (0019) MISSILE EXPLODED IN KRASNODAR TERRITORY. RECENT INCIDENT INVOLVING A MISSILE NEARLY HITTING NUCLEAR POWER STATION IN VORONEZH IS RECALLED. VIDEO SHOWS MISSILE IN THE AIR, ABOUT TO HIT THE GROUND. THIS FOOTAGE IS FOLLOWED BY AN INTERVIEW WITH AN EYEWITNESS, WHO SAYS THAT EXPLOSIONS WERE SIGNIFICANT, NO CASUALTIES, INITIAL PANIC. VIDEO SHOWS DAMAGED BUILDINGS, A HOLE THROUGH THE ROOF.

2. (0205) MAIN NEWS HEADLINES

3. (0217) ZOTOV VIDEO REPORT FROM PLESITSK SHOWING THE LAUNCH OF COMMERCIAL SATELLITES, ROCKET BLASTING OFF, CIVILIANS AND MILITARY MEN EXAMINING A ROCKET, STORAGE FACILITIES AND OTHER PREMISES. VOICE OVER PRAISES THE CAPACITY AND POTENTIAL OF THE PLESITSK SITE, FOREIGN CUSTOMERS ARE INTERESTED. VYKHUKHOLEV IN THE STUDIO REPORTS THE CONTROL MISSION HAS LOST CONTACT WITH THE SATELLITES LAUNCHED THIS MORNING.

4. (0430) VIDEO REPORT FROM TYUMEN ON A NEW INVENTION: FLYING SAUCER. VIDEO SHOWS THE SAUCER MOVING ROUND THE ICE OF A FROZEN LAKE. AN EXPERT INTERVIEWED SAYS THE SAUCER CAN FLY. VIDEO SHOWS IT RISING AN INCH OR TWO OFF THE GROUND FOR A FEW SECONDS.

5. (0604) VIDEO REPORT ON TRAINING EXERCISES OF CANADIAN AND RUSSIAN MILITARY RESCUE TEAMS SPECIALIZING IN RESCUE OF AIRCRAFT IN THE ARTIC. TRAINING TOOK PLACE IN CANADA. VIDEO SHOWS AIRCRAFT IN THE AIR AND PEOPLE INVOLVED IN TRAINING POSING FOR A PHOTOGRAPH.

6. (0704) VIDEO REPORT FROM CHECHNYA ON CHECHENS FORMING NEW UNITS. THE MOVE HAS CAUSED SPLIT AMONG CHECHENS. VIDEO SHOWS DAMAGE, TANKS. ANOTHER VIDEO REPORT SAYS RUSSIAN TROOPS ARE MOVING CLOSER TOWARDS GUDERMES. IT IS NOT TO BE STORMED BUT SEIZED WITHOUT BLOODSHED. VIDEO SHOWS DAMAGED BUILDINGS, CIVILIANS, STREET LIFE, SOLDIERS.

7. (0916) AT THE MEETING OF COMMISSION FOR RESTORATION OF CHECHNYA, CHERNYMYARDIN WARNED THAT MINISTERS ARE PERSONALLY RESPONSIBLE FOR REBUILDING OF CHECHNYA. NATALYA CHERNYSHEVA REPORTS ON THE MEETING OF COMMISSION FOR THE RESTORATION OF CHECHNYA. VIDEO SHOWS MEETING IN PROGRESS. CHERNYSHEVA REPORTS ON THREAT OF CHOLERA, PLAGUE AND TYPHUS EPIDEMICS IN CHECHNYA AT PRESENT. HOSPITALS WANT TO BE PAID FOR TREATING REFUGEES, ELECTRIC POWER SUPPLY IS ALSO A PROBLEM. THE COMMISSION BELIEVE THREE POWERS STATIONS CAN BE RESTORED SOON.

8. (1100) VIDEO REPORT SHOWING RESCUE OF ART TREASURES FROM GROZNY ART MUSEUMS. THE PICTURES HAVE BEEN EVACUATED TO MOSCOW.

9. (1156) CHERNOBYL POWER STATION WAS VISITED BY LUKASSENKA.

10 (1257) MINERS ARE THREATENING STRIKE IN MARITIME KRAY

11. (1315) KUZNETSK MINERS ARE DEVELOPING A NEW DEPOSIT. VIDEO REPORT FROM KUZBASH ON DIFFICULTIES CONNECTED WITH EXTRACTION AND TRANSPORTATION OF COAL. TRANSPORTATION IS ALWAYS BEHIND EXTRACTION, WHICH MEANS THAT THERE IS TOO MUCH COAL WAITING TO BE COLLECTED. VIDEO SHOWS HEAPS OF COAL. 12 (1500) CHUBAYS SPOKE TO VORKUTA MINERS. VIDEO SHOWS MEETING IN PROGRESS. CHUBAYS SAYS THAT AS A RESULT OF THE MEETING SOLUTIONS HAVE BEEN FOUND TO SATISFY MINERS DEMANDS: GOVERNMENT WILL PAY WAGE ARREARS, PROVIDE PENSIONS AND BUILD AMENITIES.

13. (1630) YELTSIN IS SETTLING DOWN AT A Dacha IN SOSNOVYY BOR,
KISLOVODSK.


15. (1832) STABILITY PARLIAMENTARY GROUP HAS BEEN SET UP. THE GROUP SUPPORTS ANNOUNCED IT SUPPORTS YELTSIN AND USE OF FORCE IN CHECHNYA. THEY WANT THE RIGHTS OF RUSSIANS TO BE DEFENDED, REGARDLESS OF WHERE THEY ARE. PETR ROZHOK OF THE PARTY, WHO HAS BEEN THROWN OUT OF ESTONIA RECENTLY, IS SHOWN AT THE MEETING APPEALING TO YELTSIN AND GOVERNMENT TO IMPOSE SANCTIONS ON ESTONIA AND INSISTING THAT HE MUST RETURN TO TALLINN.

16. (2117) KONSTANTIN BOROVAY, HEAD OF PARTY OF ECONOMIC FREEDOM IS SHOWN SPEAKING AT A MEETING. HE SAID THAT THE PARTY HAS MADE NO MISTAKES AND ALL IS GOING WELL.

17. (2220) CHERNOMYRDIN SPOKE ON REFORM OF OSTANKINO TELEVISION. HE IS CONVINCED IT MUST CARRY ON WITHOUT INTERRUPTIONS. VIDEO SHOWS HIM AT A MEETING.

18. (2311) KOZYREV ARRIVED IN EGYPT. HE WILL SIGN A CULTURAL AND SCIENCE AGREEMENT.

19. (2343) VLADIMIR SOLOVYEV VIDEO REPORT FROM BOSNIA ON MOBILIZATION OF BOSNIAN FORCES. VIDEO SHOWS SOLDIERS AND GUNFIRE.

20. (2512) IGOR RUDEY VIDEO REPORT ON UN TALKS WITH IRAQ ON BIOLOGICAL WEAPONS.

21. (2550) LOBOV AND KHASBULATOV DENY LINKS WITH JAPANESE RELIGIOUS SECT AUM SHINRIKYO INVOLVED IN TOKYO UNDERGROUND ATTACK. VIDEO SHOWS JAPANESE SECTARIANS PRACTICING THEIR FAITH. FOOTAGE OF RUSSIAN FOLLOWERS IS ALSO SHOWN, MEDITATING. BACKGROUND ON AUM SHINRIKYO SECT PROVIDED.

22. (2844) VIDEO REPORT ON TURKEY/IRAQ CONFLICT OVER KURDS.

23. (3030) ANDREY MALAKHOV VIDEO REPORT ON OSCARS. RUSSIAN FILM GETS AN OSCAR TOO.

24. (3215) COMMERCIALS, SPORT AND WEATHER.
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